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1. Introduction

I

I.

A
...)

This article is.a continuation of .a previous study (Leino

19,74a), which. dealt with the iMportance of'objectives in for-'

eign (Eng list) language,z-i,t, t-truCt\ion as rated, by teachers, and

is one of the subject-ralated parts of a project started by

Niskanen (1973).'.
t

The instrument, that was developed foi; inves-

tigatieng objectives 'Was based on a framework put forward by

Valette (1971) and Niskanen (1973). It.is Ehe purpose of the

present paper to report how studdnt teeeers and pupils rate

the importance ofcthe same objectived and compare ratings

given by in- Servile teachers, student teachers and pupils.

.4
Ppevious studies dealing with 'general affective aims (Kansa-.

ridn 19711 andthe objectives of teaching mathematics (Leino,J.

1975) suggeat that the way ObjeL.,tivbs are appraised is rela'ted

to teaching:experi"ence. The English teachers had considered

the audio-lingual objectives to be the" most impbrtaht at each
ta.

level (Leino.1914a). The foundations of the audio-lingual

/

.

teaChing
1

st*ategy lave, however) been challenged (e.g., Jako-
.

i
1

/ .

.
bovits 1970) with the internal processes of cognitive thinking

being emphasized in the learning of a foreign language (Smith

1971). The present state of knowledge in the field is vastly

different from'whXt was a few years ago. Finding out how

student teachers rate the,importancp of objectives and compar4

ing these ratings with those given 'by-in-service te\chers may

Y 7
I 0
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give us.inforMet'ton which.oarrbe used in planning both ths

initial training and/in-service education of fbreign language

teachers. Additional in4rmation from experts (e.g. school

authorities) who can be expected to be aware of recent devel-

opments in;Ithe.field of foreign language teaching might also

prove useful; gathering this kind of informa.tioh must, howev-

er,. be deferred till another time.

The Most essential question concerning objectives is that of

implementation. Objectives which have no influence on what
' A

happens in the classroom,a,euseless (Erikvist,1959). There is

research evidence to indicate that teaching efficiency is re-

lated to,the extent to which the aims guiding the work of the

teachers are structured (Koskenniefii et al. 1965). Otherwise

very little is known about the relationships between objectives

and instructional situations (Landes 1959). The' most.impo'rtant

l''actor in the classroom ise.the,learner and his objectives. Un-

less the learner perceives the relevance, of what is done in
,

the classroom, meaningful learningill nat take place. In

order to make work-\4t school mare meaningful for pupils they

now p/rticipate in the planning of instruction. Planning is,

in fact, considered to be an essential part of cupids' work

(Malinen 1974). Thus the present Writer considers it necessary

to make an attempt to investigate learners' notions of the im-
.

portance of objectives to see if there is any disctepancy

tween their ratings and thosejgiven by'in-service teachers

d student teachers. The degree of congruence between the

objectives of teachers a$d pupils hos been said to be crucial

.4
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a - This could be in-
.

terproted tam - = = he distant_R7c 1. o F.

a subject. On the other hand disagreemeni'on the immediate'

goals lebding to the distant go4 can prove fruitful but it

makes great demands on the teacher: he may ha0d to find was

of motivating pupils toachdeve the goals whiCh they do pot
.

consider, important or he may hays to check his own ideas of
a

those goals. Thus, depending on the situation: the, degree of

congruence between objectives can facilitate or inhibit learn-

ing and the planning of instruction.

The,present study is a survey of objectivesc.in foreign-lan-

guage instrugtion, and importance is the only dimension em-

.0loydd in rating the objectives. These ratrngs.give ./us infor-

mation on the areas of emphasis from the paiints-of-view of

inIservice teachers, student teachers and pupils. Later on i

may be necessary ffinvestigate how yeali.stic the objectives
.

are for different group? of pupiisA how ily they-can bb

implemented .and motivational value is.

,
1
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2 . Proceaure and Results

2.1. Problems

r

The present.paper concentrates first on student`-teachers' and

pupils' notions of the importance of objectives in foreign-

language ifttruction: The student teacher's no.ti,ona Of objec-.

tives are based on his personal-social background, his training

qp,d possible experienes as a teacher prior to his training:

The, obje-ctives are presented at the following three levels:

alementary,(9-10-year-old pupils), intermediate (13,-15-year-

old pupils) and aqvanced,(16-18-year-old pupils)'. Reasons .

1

for choosing these threelevel.s were given previously (Leino

1-974). An answer is sought to ihe following question:
k

1: How is the importance of objectives in foreigq language

instruction rated by student teachers at elementary,' intev-

% mediate and advanced levels?' .1

1

Now that pupils participate in the planning of instruction

they should be:moi-e aware of objectives of instruction pan

) before. Carrying nu 'the e. idea. of pupils taking part in plan-
.

ning is, however, very recen't d there is not yet much
A

in-

formation available on it, but .there is an experimal

resaprch project going on in which.joint planning ;by teach-
4

era and pupils plays, an essential role (Knskenniemi 19'741.

The advanced-level Pupils arethe only ones.1,:lho are cor;si-
,

10



.

dered competent to answer the oubstionnate.Concerritn!a the

/objectives at their own,. level. In the writer's ppl.nion thd

questionnaire might be too diffioult.fOr youngtr .ones. An 4

attempt will'be made to answer the following question:
-

2. How is the-impartance of objectives' in foreign larzpage

instruction rated-by pupils 'at...the advanced level?

Finally ratings .given by the Sample qf the earlier sudy.'

(Leibo 1974a) Will-be. compared with.the ratings given by

.student teachers land pupils. the problem. is is follows;

3. What differences are there between the ratings given by

in-service teachers,'student teachers and pupils?

,

2.2. Instrument'

Student teachers answered the same questionngire with the same

instruction as the teacher's previous study (Leino

1975a). The pupils' questionnaire' had, howewer, to f2e modi-

fied at two points. First, -becadse of the theoretical frame-
. .

work that guided the construction of the original instrument'

an attempt was made in it to express the statements in terms

of'observablepupil behavior and the content'in-which that be-
.

havior is. to occur. It was 4ot considered relevantlto follow

the principle oof observable behavior in a questionnaire meant

for pupils themselves, which means that the verb to,"under-

stand" appears in some statements. Second, the third person

singtkar of/the original statements was changed to the first



person singular. The teachers were contacted to makrESure
-

6

therewere no terms unfamiliar to pupilS. Thd Modified version'
.

of' the instrumeht with its instruction is given in_Appendix 1.

Thee face that the p.upils.'-questionn'airk.was a modif5eq,ver-
. . 3

sion of the ong answered- by in-service teachers 'and student

teachers isi pf coursp, a source of errpr.,On the.other hand,

hotweVer,^ care'was taken not to ,change the ideas.conta'ined in

the statements.of objectives._

on the psychometric properties- of th instrument

that in-service- teachers and student t achers answered is

'included in the previous'research.-T 'content validityof:

the ihstrument was assumed to be satisfact8ryluil aucok.i,ot

the framework that'guided its construction (Leino 1974a).

The same cam be assumed bf the que sti

answered since exactly the same a

nnaire that the pupils

s are represented in the

newer version. The question the reliabil ty of the instru-
i

ments is-open except for the information on the communali-

ties of 'objectives that is available concerning. the in- service
.

teaqhers (Leino-1974:a). Factor-analysis was not'resorted/to
4

in dealing, with the,new data for reasons to be given latet,

..
,-.

.

whi,cy means that, informaton on reliability. in the form of,
. 4

communtai0tF.es is, lackiAg, As, for the stability of the ratings, .%
_ r

.

* 4.._
rAe

previadjs studies of educational, aims re-Per to the constancy
.

1 .of in-gerice eeachers' (Koskenniemiet al. 1965) and'student
.

tgapherd', (Karisanen 1971) ratings. The question of -reria-

,
. e

,...,

bility of the mew variables .that'were formed for the }iurpowse
.

.

-

of,this study will bar touched upon later.
A

f

12



2.3. Subjects

Student teachers
..,

..-

-.. TheetubentJteachers^(N=42) are. from Relsin4ci and Jy4skyl
. ,i . ---. -

. -.-
. -,

they .answered the 'Cues'tionnaire. in January,.19/4,-Aecordin

t.

lo-theipractice.that has prevailed sO',far in Finland.4ose

who .intended --to be,-teachers 0-rany academic subject or re-/-1

latecraubjects,fi.rst completed their)studies at the un:iver-

Wityeafter which they went to do their. teaFher in,,

one of the "normal schrSols" of our'"-country. The schOol reform,.

however, necessitated a reform of techei- education, to . The

reform :started at the organisational lev61 in Jyv6skylA and

gOoensuu last year and'in Helsinki (and other universities)

this year. The reform will not be a pedagogic one until future

tgacbers are selectsd to do their academic and pedagogic stud-
.

ies sim4ftaneously at the universities. The change from the,

,4#
did system to ere new' one will take a few years.

Twenty-Se'Vensof the student teachers are from the Institute of

Teaoher Education at,3yvAsky18 University and fifteen from

405'
the Coeducational "Normal" Schosol of Helsinki. The chqice,

of these student teachers was based on the ease of availa-
;.,

bility. There are no essential differences in the, academic
,

studies they, have taken or the pedagogic training they re-
i

ceived during the fall 1973. The writer considers it well-

ounded not to keep these groups separate becaus,e -of the

smallness of the sample and because an attempt is only' made

13



to get. a general picture Hof-what objectives student teachers

consider important --at ;,different levels. S' background variables

were included there might be others more relevant-than the

place, where the svbSects aredoing their training. The un,iver'

.

sities -where.the subjects-have -taken their academic stOdies,

the degrees they have in English and education could be thought
yt 4

to be.among these. Later on the prespht teacher,trainees wilal

participate in in-service teacher education and the posisibi-
.

ility of. individualizing that eduuaon h,a,s- not even
0
been men-

.

tione a; thus .at this stage, background vapAiables are not,con-

sidered vary relevant.

Two trainess.A;/e left outs. they haigi.,WO-kaa as teachers

for several.years. The OtherS:°e;<PeivienCes as teachers were

4 ..limited to periods ranging,froma couple o
tt
f months to a year

at the most.

ftupi
,

There are two groups of pupils coming frOM two di+ferent

type's of schools sand each will be dealt with'separately.Z706

groUp (N 77) _comes from The Finn_is(h Coeducational' Secondary -

Schbol in Helsinki (called YK),. which is 'a ten-y ar,experi--.
mental ,school with pupils entering ,at the age df nine.The

school is sel ctive, taking its pupils from differeWparts

of the. City elsinki and its environs. Ihe subjects were

from the ninth class of the schodl. Their age was not con-
g .

trolled'but usually pupils in that Class are seventeen,



L

A

The other group (N=54) comps from Myllypdro Secondary School,.

whose pupils mainly come from the area where the school is0

situated. Pupils enter the school at the age Of eleven. The

subjects were yrom the seventh Class of that .school. Their

age was nob controlled but usually' pupils in that class are..

seventeen.

Of thOse'two schools Myllypuro can be.consIdered to repre-

sent ordinary Finnish ,secondary schools better than SYK, which
-

means that results obtained 'frorri that group can be more read-

ily-generalized than those obteiney(from the latter groUSi.

The writer, hOwever,.considers it importaht to make an attempt

to get information .on some-specific group of pupils, for,

though it may not be generalizable, it can still prove val-

uable when the individual needs of pupils are considered. The

question of the gend/ralizability f the results is very prob-

'emetic. The failure to use any sampling method in the selection

of the subjects imposes its restrictions on the whole ques-

2.4. Results

In order to' find an answer to problems 1 and 2 -Che, means and

standard deviations Of each objective were computed. These

are given in Tables 1-2. The numbers of the affective objec-

tives are underlined in the tables. The intercorrelations

15
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(

of all.the objectives were computed \for each group. The ma-
/ ..

Ntrices aee not included in this report but'the are available
-.

at the rnstitute of Education, Uniysrsity of Helsinki.,

2.4.1. Student leachers
C!4\

The most and he least important objectives of.both of the

A domains at each level are given below with their means and

*4"

standard deviations'inthe brackets.

Elementary level:

Cognitive and Psychomotor Domain

The most important objectives:

11. the pupil is able to distingUish two sentences
from each other on hearing them.(3.57, 0.97)

18. the pupil'is able to distinguish two words, from each

other on hearing them (3.52, 0,92)
31, the pupil is able to differentiate between sounds

(3.31, 0.95)
9. the pupil is able to repeat sentences and dialogues'

(3.30, 0.74),
25. the pupil is') to pronounce different 'sounds

and sound combinations (3126, 0.94)

The least important objectives:

28. the pupil is able to mention English writers and
their works (1.21, 0.47)

8. the pupil is able to translate a Finnish text into
English 'in writing (1.33, 0.57)

1. the pupil is able to translate orally from,innishx
into English (1.43, 0.70)

40. the pupil is able to translate an English text intd
Finnish (1.52, 0.67) "

Affective Domain

The most important objectives: :



1
r 1

22. the pupil is not afraid of speaking English
(4.26, G.73) _ .

26. the pupil cjeve,lops a positive attitude towards the
study of. English (3.83, 0.82)

.

34. the PilaiiW.amts.tousa-English o 1. his own
initiative (3.36, 0.761

The least important objectives :.
t

15. .the pupil
.

takes an active interest i/English in
his spare time (2.07, 0.84)

20. the pupil develops empathy. (2.3&, 0.84)
38. the pupil is able to work independently and

purposefully (2.40, 0.8)

Intermediate level:

CognitiVe and Psychomotor Domain

Phe most important 0Wectives:
as

11. the pupil is able to distinguish two,sentences
from each czther on hearing them (3.95, 0.69)

25. the pupil i& able to pronounce different sounds
and sound combinations (3.57; 0.94)

31. thepupil is able to differentiate tibtween sounds*
(3.64, 0.88)

44: the pupil is.able to answer questions on the.contents
of a text he has read (3.60, 0.73)

-17. the. pupil able to produce grammatical str cturea
orally (3.50, 0.67)

The least important objectives:

T28. the pupi 1. isikble to mention. English wr,tters and
their works 1.90, 0.72) t

,X

19. the pupil is able to mention geographical places in
England (2.21, 0.71)

1. the pupil is able to translate orallOrom Finnish
into English (2.26, 0.792

14. the pupil is able to describe habits and customs ,c0L,

Englishmen (20.33, 0.85)

Affective.0

The most important objectives:

0

17
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th4 pupil is not afraid of,speaking English
(4.33, 0.68)

:26.' the pupil develops a positiye attitude towards the
study of English (3.78, 0.78)

34. the pupil wants to use English on his own initiative

C3.60, 0.70)

The least important objectives:

15. the pupil takes an active/interest in English in
his spare time (2.42, 0.83

20, the pupil.develops empathy (2.50, 0.71)
6. the pupil develops perseverance (2.95, 0.62)

Advanced

Cognitive and Psychomotor Domain'

The most important objectives:
.

11. the pupil is able' to distinguish two 'sentences From
each other'on hearing them (4..09; 0.76)

44. the pupil is able,to answer questions on the content;

'
of the text he has read (4.07, 0.67)

35. the pupil is 'able to talk with an English-speaking
person (4.02, 0.78)

18. the pupil is able to distinguish two words from each
other on hearing them (3.93, 0.81P

25. the pupil is able to pronounce different sounds and
sound combinations (3.92, 0.97)

.1>

The least important objectives?

16. the pupil is able to copy sentences (1.86, 1.07)
9. the pupil is able to repeat sentences and dialogues

(2.4 1.06)
28. the 'iil is able to mention English writers and

the 4.rks (2.55, 0.86) ,

19. the puo his able to mention geographical places
in Engl nd (2.55, 0.88)

14. the pupil is able to describe habits and customs
of Englishmen (2.78, 0.75)

Affective Domain

The most important objectives:

18
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. 22. the pupil is :Tot 4Traidiof speaking English
(4.38,, 0.69) .

.

34.
i the pupil wants to use English on his own initiative

. (3:86, 0.78) .
.

26. the pupil developsoa positive attitude towards the

study of ,English (3.78, .0.84) .

The least important objeetives:

20. the pupil develops fampathy(2.55, 0.71)'

15: the pupil takes an bctive interest in English in his
spare ime (2.76, 0.,82)

3; the pupil developS a sense of responsibility (3.11 0.83)

4

As can' be seen on the prepIous pages the: most important c5g-
.

-nitive and psychomotor objectivesat the,elarentary level are
.

audio-lingqal ones m.tenlyconcern'ed with psychomotor activ-
.

ties. The least importint ones are connect*cd with c61,ture sand

,P
translation. Almost the s4The is true at the intermediate lev-

el with the interesting. exception of reading comprehension

being among the most important ones. Atkthe advanced level
' 4

audio-lingual objectives concerned. With, psycho-motor ac.tiv-

0

ities are still among the most impor=tant ones but reading

compreension and
e
oral communication art -there, too. At this

level one of the most important audio-lingual objectives of

the ele7tary level (9) is among the least .important ones.

The other less important objectives are copying and items

connected with tulture.
11.

The most and leost important objectives remain nearly the same

at each level. The most important ones have English as their

content.while the least imp4rt'ant ones are general qffective

aims with no specific content with the exception of interest

in .English.
19
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r.

The standard d1iations show that the agreement an the j.m-
a

pottance of different objectives is greater at the advanced

revel than at the elementary level. Generally-speaking there

is a -gFairlyrzet agreement on th1e most and least impor-
q
tent objectiv6s.iwith the exception of two objectives. at the

advence0 level. These objectives (cOpying'and repeating)-are

among the least important ones, but the standard deviation's rt

.

showthat theta is no great agreement on the smallness of
it

the importance of these objectives.

2.4.2 Pupils

'The means and standard deviations of the two'groups of pupils

are givenin Table 2 (Appendix-3). The significance of. the

differences between the means was tested and those objectives
.

with significant difference/S are given,in Table 3 (Appendix 4).

The most and least important objectives of the two domains as

rated by the two advanced-level groups of pupils are given

below.

SYK (N=77) Myllypuro. (N=54)

Cognitive and Psychomotor Domain

/ The most important objectives:

24. I understand what I have 24. (4.63, 0.65)
heard (4.87, 0.34)

35 I'm able to spteak with an 35. (4.41, 0.65)

English-speaking person'
(4.47, 0.68)

44. understand what I have 44. (4.41, 016),
read (4.47, 0.68)

20\



61.

7.15-

0.

43. I'm able to communicate -with 40.

..an 'En"glish-speaking person
in writing (3.87; 0.88)

41. I'm able to produce words t 33.
orally (3.77, 0.93)

.

I'm able to trans]iate.
an English text into
Finnish (3.87, 0.87)
Pra,able to speak on a
given'tapic (3.8,6,.0.99)

The least important objectives?

r

14. I'm able to describe habit's, . '14. 21.65, 0.80)
and customs pf Englishmeh .
(1.64, 0.84) -

:

t 16. I'm able to. copy sentences '16. (1.61, .0.80)

(1.48, 0.72)..' -
4. .

1.9. Iqn.able to mention geo- 19. (1.44, 0.60)
. graphical places in England ,

(1.35, 0.56) .:

28. I'm able to mention 6ngish 26. (1.22,.0.46), .

writers and their works
(1.51, 0.77) .

.
--',-,,, \

,42. I'm akle to mention features 42'.' (1.52,. D'.82) ;

. typic61 of' lifeltn England ,
(1.53, 0.77) )-

Affective Domain

The most important objective

22. I'm not afraid of speaking .22. (4.31, 0.84)
English (4.49, 0.77)

26. develop a positive attitude 26.. (3.59, 1.02)
towards the study of English
(3.19, 1.09)

34. I want to use (English on my own '34. (3.52, 1.001
initiative (3.88, 1.01)

fhe least, important objectives:

3. I develop a sense of respon- 3. (2.24, 1.08)
sibility (1.81, 0.95)

j 20. I develop empathy (1.92, 0.94) /20. (2.06, 0.96)

10. I de elap co-operation 2. I develop international
(2.09, 0.96) understanding (.65,

1.28)

. 21



Three of the most important objectives of the cognitive and

.
.

psychomotor domain were listening comprehension, ability'to
v 6

speak 'and reading comprehens ion. The next most important ob-

I
.. .....

. ) /

JectiOes concerned,
f
written language ,in both the groups:

- .

,pupils from SYK emphasized written communication while the

MyllYpurt group eMphasizedtranslbtion. It is obvious that

./ " )instruction in an ekperimental school is not so much geared

to the schobl-leaving exami7Ation as it is in ordinany

schools where pupils may well feel translation to be a .probgem

since. it pasplayed a dominant role in the exam. The least

impgrtant objectives 'art) the same in the two' groups though'.

.

t.helr order of decreasing importance is not exactly the same.

7 .

The least important objectives are items connected with cul-

ture and copying.

The most important objectives are the same in the two groups

and they are the same as were considered the most important

at each 1eVel by student teachers as well s in-service teach-
.

ers (Leino 1974a). They have Englishas th 1r content while

the least important ones are general affective aims with no

specific content.

eisagrelMent on the importance of objectives, as shown by

the standard deviations, ins greater among the pupils.than

among student teachers. In the experimental-school group

theobjectives with highest standard deviations concern

distinguishing sentences and words While those with the

highest values in other group concern international under-

2'
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standi4ng and a positive attitude towards
-

English speaking

people. Generally speaking there is more disajeement on the

most and least important affective objectives 'than on the.most

and least important- cognitive and psychomotor objectives.

I

.
n,

P 1

4
(/2.4.3. Compari'sa K

/
.1

Finding an answer, to ProbleM Three 'necessitated a comparison
.) 7. .

of the ratings gi en by inrservice:tebchers-i student teaohers,-.
1 .

.tA
. and the two groups -at pupils. Since the'number of objectives

is lorgo ho difc4rult a eneral. picture of

the differences betw-een the ratings.given by the four dif-

ferent groups, if cohlprisons welreperformed at the level of

01.1gle objactive. Reducing the number of, objectives was

necessary and itwas done in a way suggested by Leino,

(1975) ,

The results.of the fact8r-anlyses carried out in the previ-,

ous study were made usa.of (Leino 1974a)... There was_a good

correspondence between the factor-structures at the three. lev-
.

els and the factor-structures were,.to a very great extent,

consistent with the.theoretical :Framework that guided the

construction of the instrument. Thus it can be considered

justified to form clustSrs of objectives based on the fac-ly

tors discovered. This was done as follows:. clusters were mairti

formed of those objectives that were daded on the'same fac-

torat the three or two different levels, which resulted in

the following clusters:

23
/
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0

1. A .cluster of traditional objectives cons sting of the

following objectives: 1, 5, 8, 12, 14, 19, ,'28, 40, And 42,

which. were loaded on the same factor'atAhe three levels, and

\01AILI 29, cigc; gna which are loaded on-the same factor at

two different lev fs 'Objective n.o. 16, whic mas loaded'on

different factors at different levels, Was also included in

this cluster based on the loading at the. elem ntrary level

where it was more impo it than at the other two levels.'

2. N.cluster,of the audid.kngual objectives co sisting of the

following nbjecfivos 11, 1.7;. 18, 21, 25, 31. acid 41,

4 which were loaded on the same,.factor at the thr e levels and

27, which had loadings on the' same factor at two levels.

3. A. cluster of affective aims and communication consisting

of 15, 24, 33, 34, ancY 44, which were loaded on'the same fac-

tor at the three levels, and 22, which had loadings on the same .

factor,...at two different levels. Objective no. 2(6 had, loadings

on all the factors at the intermediate level and on different

.
factors at the other two levels. It was included in this

_cluattir based on the loading at the elementary level where it

was most important.

4. A cluster of general affective aims consisting of 3, 6,

10, and 39, which were loaded on the same faCtor at the three

levels and 2, 20, and 38 having loadings on the same factor

at two levels.

Si x objectives remained outside the previously mentioned

clusters-either because they were loaded on the several

2 4
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7

factdrs at the three levels .or because their being' loaded on

v'
some factor(s) wa'S' not 'consistent with the theoretical frame- .

work. Two more 'cluster§ were formed of:theee outsidel:

.

5. ocluster of ectives of elements of written lan

consi ting of 3G, 37", .anrd 7.

-6. cluster of objectives of.partial skills An pronunciation
.

winsisting'o'f 45, 9, and 4.

The weighted.means of all clusters of objectives were computed

for each subject with the ratings of importanceg
/ iven by the

subjects as coefficients. Thus the influence of less important

objectives is smaller than it would be if ordinary means were

used (Leino J. 1975). After that the means and standard de-

viations of the new variables were comp6ted. -They are given

in Table 1 'on the next page. Graphic presentations of the im-

portancellpf the clusters are also included on page 23.

Combining objectives in this way yields new:yeriable which are

more concrete Chan factor-scores, for example, would be. An-
,

other reason for not resokting to factor-analysis in this con-.

nection is the smallness of:the samples. The rather low values

of the standard deviations (Table 1) refer to the reliability

of the new variables (Dahill:if 1963).

4 25
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Sable 1. Means, and Stapdard Devi. ions6of the .Ne10, Waribbles .

.e

Teacher't (N.1001
er. P.

Elementary level

,x S

IntetOblate level

x.,

Advaa ced

X

53. , 0.561. 1 2.72 0.4Q- 3.41 .0.494,

? 3.76 0.59
4

3,8 o.y. . 4.17 0.045

3'. . 3.65 0.50 3.90 Al,"910,.. 4,18 0. ,44

.4. 3-.05 0.60 3.26 0.6 3.45 0..68 ,

5 .,,, 3.68 0.70 3.69 0,504'
,

3.83 0.64'

6 ., 2.97 0.81. 3.44 6.045 3.75 0.7lf

Student Teachers

'A!

1. 2.12 0.55

2. 3.34 0.51

3. 3.26 0.44

4. 2.95 C.1.51

I) 3.12 0.63

6. . 2.82 0.81

x

2:91

3.58

3.60

3.13

3.30
4
3.33

)

0.41 3.45

0.46 3.85

0.41 3.95

0.44 3.29

0.57 3.72
.

0.52 3.63

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

p. 0,

Pupils, advance& level

SIK (N.77),
x S .

3.22 0.42

3.70 0.54

4.27 0.35

2.42 0.75

3.31 0.64

3.55 0.62

(,a2.

Myllypuro (N.54)
-
x S

3.35 ,0.46

3.64 0.58

4.16 0.47

C2.85 0.6'

3.17 0.61

3.68 0.66
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Figuite 1 shows us how the importance of the same cluster,of

objectives varies at the three levels in the groups of-in-
..

o

service teachers and student teachers. Both the groups Con-

sider each area more important at the higher levels than at

the elementary level; in addition to that, in-service teachers

.consider each area:more important than student teachers with

the exception of the cluster of traditional objectives which the

'latter consider slightly more important than the former al

each level.

The'figure also shows us in what way the importance of dif-
.

ferent'clusters'of-objectives varies at the same level. Gen-
.

erally speakinR the profiles show the same type of variation

in both the groups at each level. The variation is smallest

in the group of student teachers at the intermediate 1vel.

The difference between the importance of the traditidnal and

audiolingua area is smaller at each level with student teach-

ers than wi,h teacKers.

Figure 2 presents the profiles of teachers, student teachers,

and the two groups of pupils at the advanced level. Pupils

consider the other areas less important than teachers or

student teachers except the area Of affective ;aims and .

communication and that of'partial skills in pronunciation. The

most striking discrepancy is at general affeCtive aims which

pupils consider far less important than in- .service teachers

Dr. student teach6rs.
.

An important point to remember, when the ratings of the dif-
v
./

2v°
;r-
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ferent groups arecompared, is the fact Lhatieach group has

a different framework. We have, for examplei.no information on

the teachers of the student teachers. The lessons given by

the student teachers are discussed afterwards but the influence

of those discussions which are led by the master teachers is

unknown. Neither-have we any information on the teache'rs of

thoae pupils whO answered the questionnaire. It can, however,

be assumed that the,influence of.teachers is now smaller than

it 'will be when tHb'syetem of joint planning by teachers and

' pupils is well established. Under the system prevailing up till

now the teacher's work has mainly been guided .by the textbooks'

that 'are used and the compulsory school leaving examination;

there has hardly been any ,room for planning and discussion of

objectives. 4
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3. Discussion

At the levyl of a single variable the most 'interesting !finding

of the student teachers' group concerns reading comprehension,

which ie among the most important ones bbth at the intermediate
Ito

and advaned 16vels. This variable was not cOnsidared to belong
. 4

to the most important ones by in-service.teachers (Leino 1074).

.At the level of combined variables the main results of the

comparison between in-service teachers and student teachers

are the following:

41 student teachers considerqd the cluster .of tragititnal ob.-

jectives slightly more important at each level than teachers

both" groups considered each area mOre important at the higher

levels then at the elementary Level.

Even thoygh the qudstion of the relationship between the'way

the subjects appraised the objectives and the actual proce-

dures in the classroom remains unanswered in this study, the

importance of making teachers aware of current trends in for-

eign language instruction cannot be denied.,Many of the as-

sumptions on which traditional and audiolingual strategies

were based have proved false (e.g., Finocchiaro 1972; Staff

Article 1974; Smith 1971). The present trend is towards a

kind of 6modifietor traditionalism" an eclectic, integrated ap-

proach with the realization of the central role of the

stud'ent's mental powers in ldarning a foreign language. Ec:

lectism cannot be equated with "anything goes" but requires

2
30

,,-
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the teacher. to have a thorough knowledge pf different prac-

tices.and styles of teaching, and the leerning theories upon

whichthey are Based to be able to choose between what is

good for his particular purposes and what is not appropriate

in a particular situation. This makes great demands on teach-

er training and in-service education of-teachers, in particular,

at a time of change. Eclectism should also be recognized by

administratorp and curriculum writers.

The discreparity between the audiolingual and the traditional

objectives.in the in-service teachers'\group could partly be

attributed to the training they have received and their':expe-

riences as teachers. It must be remembered that the in- ervice

teachers who answered the questionnaire mainly represented

compAhensive school level. Their experiences'as teachers

might indicate the lotssibility that pome pupils are -only cape-

ble of activities at the audiolingual, manipulatory level.

The discrepancy between the traditional and the (Bud' ling a]
.

clustersyas also to be seen, though less distinctly, in,' ti-1

student teachers' group. Student teachers, however, showed

a slightly more positive attitude toWerds the traditional ob-

jectives, which is more in harmony with the recent development&

in the field. It anplitild be pointed out, athis juncture, that

"traditional" refers'to those objectives the content area of

which is written language. The princip,le,of eclecticism if

it were followed might be'seen in different types of profiles

the cluster of objectives; now there seems to be some kind
6

of "either/or" attitude at the elementary level, in particular.

31
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The greater importance af:each cluster at the higher levels,

,
assuming it is not due-to the f_evrril of the questionnaire,

could be based on the idea that more can be achieved with more
4

mature pupils. This would mean that all the objectives are

considered to be more important at the advanced level.

When ratings given by in-service teachers and student teachers

are compared with those given by two groups 4 pupils the main

result concerns the importance of the clpster of affective

aims and communication, which is the.peak of the pupils' pro-

files, and the small importance of the clupter of general

affective aims with the .e.perimental-school group attaching

even less importance to it than the other group.

At the level Of single variables pupils also stressed commu-

nication objectives, which according to the, factor-analyses

performed in the earlier study (Leino 1974a) were connected

with such affective objectives as courage to speak English,

willingness to use English .on one's own initiative and a posi-

tive attitude towards the study of English. These affective

objectives were those rated as the most important by all the

groups of subjects. This area was more important than the
Q_.

audiolingual area in the pupils' opinion. It is within the

teacher's possibilities to see to the implementation of these

objectives.

The problematic area is that of the general affective aims,

the importance of which' represents values above the.mean in

the in-service teachers' and student teachers' groups and

below the mean in the two. groups of pupils. 'This can be

32
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thought to be an expression of "generation gap" a separation

in the views of'younger and older people. A very practical

, kind of orientation is to be seen in the pupils'.ratings: in

foreign language lessons the purpose is to achieve skills

in the language and the courage and willing.ness to use the

language. Teachers recognize the importance of,the general

affective aims but the big problem is to kndw how to implement

,them an& to know whether they have been achieved or not. An

attempt will be made in a continuation study to clarify the

'relation between the gep ral affective4aims and the other

objectives in the way suggested previously (Leino'1974).

I.

£4
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Appendix 1

There is a list of objectives in 'English teaching in the

questionnaire. Rate the importance of each objectivA'at

the advanced level using the scale 1-5:

1 =, not very important

2 = quite important

3 = important

4 = very important

5 =iextremely important

Use "important" most often, "quite important" and "very

important" relatily often and "not very important" and

"extremely important" quite seldom.

Anna-Liisa Leino

A

3 6
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Rate the importance o . each objective by using the scale ,a
Mark your choice (1, 3, 4; or 5) in the cells in front of

the objectives.
\

An objective is that I

1. Q am able to translate orally from Finnish into English

2. develop international understanding

3. develop a sense of responsability

S

4. ri know the stress and intenatiOn pattern of thel .0guage

5. am able to produce grammatical structures ig tint

6. n develop perseverance

7. am able to relate the word I have heard to the corre-
sponding written symbol

8. am able to translate a Finnish text into English

9. am able to repeat sentences and dialoghes

10. El develop co-operation

11. -am able to distinguish- two sentsRtes from each other
on hearing them (e.g. hp's w,stching the ship, he's
washing the sheep)

12. El am able to produce wardO in writing

13. am abl6 to manipulate a sentence in writing (e.g. by
changing its tense)

14. am able to describe habits and customs of EnA glishmen

15. take an active interest in English in my spare time
4

16. am able to copy sentences

17. am able to produce grammatical structures orally

18. am able to distinguish two words from each other on
hear.ing them (e.g. big, pig)

19. D'am able toention geographical places in England

20. develop empathy

21. know the meaning of the grammatical structure I haveheatT1

22. am not afraid of speaking English

23. an able to spell words correctly

,24. understand what I have heard
. '

5;, am aid14* pronounce different sounds and sound combi-;
nations. 37
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26.0 deVelop a positive attitude towards the study of English

27. am able to read phonetic writing

28. am able to mention Engli0 writers and their Works

29: am able to write from dictation

30. .know the meaning of written words

31. El am able to differentiate between sounds (e.g. thin, that)

32. am all*. to write on a given topic

33. 0 am able to speak on a given. topic

34. want to use English on my own Initiative

35. am' able to talk with an English-speaking peron

6. CT know the meaning -lof a word I have heard

37. know the meaning of "a written grammatical structuPT

38. am able to work independently and purposefully

39. develop a positive attitude towards English-spealcing

people
40. am able to translate an English text into Finnish

41. am able to pronounce words orally

42. am able to mention features typical of life in England

43. am able to communicate with an English-speaking person

in writing
44. undestand what I have read

45. El am able to manipulat6%,a sentence orally (e.g. by
changing the ,tense)
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Tablb 1. Means and Standard Deviations of importance o
Objectives. in English Teaching

4

Student teachers (N=42)

Elementary Intermediate
level level

Advanced
level

s

1. 1.43 0.70 2.26 0.79 3.05 0.94
2. 2.52 1.02 3.05 0.85 3.29 0.86

3 2.98 0.81 * 3.00 0.77 3.11 0.83

W. 2.95 0.94 3.45 0.72 3.88 0.77

5. 146 0.72 3.14 0.72 3.81 0.59

6. 2.57 0.91 2.95 0.62 3.21 0.72

7. 2.88 1.11. 3.50 0.71 3.71 0.74

8..5, 1.33 0.57 2.57 0.74 3.43 0.77

9. 3.30 0.74 2.62 0.98 2.43 1.06

10. 3.26 0.73 3.31 0.72 .33 0.75

3..57 0.97 3:95 0.69 , 4.09 0.76
11.
12. d 2.11 0.86 3.02 0.78 3.45 0.94

13. 2.14 1.03 3.50 0.74 3.81 0.92

14. 1.59 0.73 - 2.33 0.85 2.78 0.75

15% 2.07 0.84 2.42 0.83 2.76 0.82

.2.67 1.24 1.95 0.94 1.86 1.07
16.
17. 3.10 0.93 3.50 0.67 3.83 0.79

18. 3.52 0.92 3.69 0.87 3.93 0.81

19. 1.45 0.59 2.21 0.68 2.55 0.80

20. 2.36 0.73 2.50 0.71 ,'2.55 0.71

3.02 1.02 3.45 0.67 . 3.78 0.7221.41
22. 4.26 0.73 4.35 0.68 . 4.38 0.6,9

2.69 1.09 3.31 0.68 3.76 0.69
23.
24. 2.47 0.92 3.26 0.54 3.83 0.73

25. 3.26 0..94 3.57 0.94 3.92 0.97

26. 3.83 0.82 3.78 0.78 t>" 3.78 0.84

1.90 1.03 2.45 0.91 ' 2.88 0.96.
27.
28. 1.21 0.47 1.90 0.72 2.55 0.86

'0.84
29. 2.21 0.84 3.00 0.66 31.21

30. 2.52 1.02 3.19 0.74 3.47 0.77

31. 3.31 0.95 3.64 0.88 3.71 0.83

32. 1.69 0.75 2.93' 0.67 3.67 0.72

33. 2.05 0.79 3.,14 0.57 3.76 0.76

34. 3.36 0.76 3e60 0.70 3.86 0.78

2.29 0.89 3.26 0.77 4.02 0.78
35.
36. 2.81 0.83 3.12 0.74 3.42 0.80

37. 2.52 0.97 3.04 0.70 3.47 0.74

38. 2.40 0.89. 3.07 0.71 3.48 0.77

3.12 0.74 3.19 0.59 3.21 0.65
39.
40. 1.52 "'0.67 2.83 0.70 3.69 0.78

41. 3.00 1.06 3.33 0.87 3.55 0.94,

42. 1.64 .58 2.36 0.66 2.88 0'.59

43. 1.55 0.71 2.83' 0.818 3.52 0.83

44. 2.52 0.99 3.60 0.73 4.07 0.67

45. 2.50 1.09, 3.31 0.75 3.52 0..80

39
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. Means and Standard Deviations of Importance
of Objectives in English Teaching. Pupils.

GYK
4

X

Advanced Level

(N=77) Myllypuro (N.54)

. 1 3.00 0.76 3.19 0.87
2. 2.55 1.06 2.65 1.2fi

3. 1.81 0.95 .2.24 1.06
x

4. 3.22 0.90 2.96 0.95
5. 3.48 0.88, 3.37 0.94
6. 2.14 0.96 2.46 0.88
7. 3.14 0.94 3.22 0.98
8. 3.10 0.93 3.70 0.86xxx

9. 2.14 0.82 2.61 0.88xx
10. 2.09 0.96 2.67 1.09xx
11. 3.58 r.16 3.69 1.02

12, 3.47 0.77 3.39 0.92
13. 3.14 0.97 3.24 1.04
14. 1.64 0.84 1.65 0.80
15. 2.95 1.04 2.74 1.05

16. 1.48 0.72 1.61 0.88
17. 3.74 1.09 3.79 1.05
18. 3.48 1.20 3.54 1.09

19. 1.35 0.56 1.44 0.60
20. 1.92 0.94 2.06 0.96

21. 3.74 0.89 3.50 0.88
22. 4.49 0.77 4.31, 0.84
23. 3.68 0.77 3.76 0.77
24. 4.87 0.34 4.63 0.65xx
25. 3.75 0.85 3.41 0.86
26. 3.19 1.09 3.59 1.02
27. 2.09 0.92 2.33 0.95
28. 1.51 0.77 1.22 6.46w'

29. 2.78. , 1.02 3.19 0.83x
30. 3.52 0.84 3.72 0.99
31. 3.18 '0.96 3.07 0.93
32. 3.60 1,05 3.54 1.11

33. 3.6,6 1.06 3.85 0.99
34. 3/88 1.01 3.52 1.00

35. 4.64 0.53 4.41 0.74
36. 3.52 0.84 3.70 0.82
37.
38.

3.62,
2.43

0.80
1.06

3'65
3.04

CL95xxx
0.97

2.21 1.07 2.76 1.18
XX

39.
3.08 0.93 3.87

0.87xxx
40.
41. 3.77 0.93 3.69 0.99

42. 1.53 0.77 1.52 0.82

43. 3.87 0.88 3.6a 0.86
44. 4.47 0.68 4.41 0.66v

45. 2.87 0.89 3.30 0.94-
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35 Appendix 4

table 3. The Statements of Objectj.yes with Significant Differ-,

Rnces between h Means of tie Two Groups of Pupils

3. I develop a sense of responslIbility

8. I ao able to translate a-Finnish
text into English

9. I am able to repeat seltnces
and dialogues

10. I develop co-operation

24. I understand what I have heard

28. T am'able to mention English
writers and their works

29. I am able to write from dictation

38. I am able to work independently
and purposefully k

39..I develop a positive attitude to
wards English-speakikg people

40. I am able to translate an English'
text into Finnish

45. I am able to manipulate a sentence
orally

SYK

X

1.81

3.10

-2.14

2.09

4.87

1,51

2.78

2.43

2.21

3.08

2.87

(N."7,711 Myllypuro (N=54).

s x - S

0.95 2.24 1.06

0.93 3.70 0.86

0.82 2.61 0.88

0.96 2.67 1.09

0.34 4.63 0.65

0.77 1.22 0.46

1.06 3.19 0.83

1.06 3.04 0.97

1.07 2.76 \.18

0.93 3.87 0.87

0.89 3.30 0.94
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